Appendix J. Depiction of Problem Narrative Constructed by Employer Interest Groups

**Government Programs and Requirements**
- Administrative, wage and benefit requirements in guest worker programs
- Enforcement policies
- Worker authorization policies

**Worker Practices and Preferences**
- Domestic workers are unwilling because of culture and characteristics of American workforce and because of nature of ag work
- Foreign workers are willing because ag work is an opportunity to improve their lives and because they possess necessary skills and stamina

**Burdensome High Wages and Benefits Provided to Workers**
- Because of gov't requirements
- Attempt to attract more workers

**GOOD WORKERS UNABLE TO BE EMPLOYED LEGALLY BECAUSE OF IMMIGRATION STATUS**

**HIGH PERCENTAGE OF WILLING WORKERS LACKING CITIZENSHIP OR WORK AUTHORIZATION**

**AGRICULTURAL LABOR SHORTAGE**
Appendix K. Depiction of Problem Narrative Constructed by Worker Interest Groups

Inadequate Government Protections and Enforcement
- Wage and hour standards
- Immigration status and work authorization policies
- Public benefits eligibility
- Collective bargaining rights
- OSHA standards
- Guest worker protections

Employer Practices and Preferences
- Discrimination against domestic workers
- Use of guest worker programs
- Use of labor contractors
- Blacklisting
- Wages paid and working conditions provided
- Efficiency of hiring practices

Farmworkers have weak labor and health protections

High % of workers lacking citizenship or work authorization

Worker fear of blacklisting, deportation & employer retaliation

Lack of worker organizing / assertion of rights

Unemployment & underemployment of available workers

Low retention of workers in agriculture

Low Wages And Difficult/ Dangerous Working Conditions In Agriculture
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